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I. Introduction 
A. Kitchen debates – define 
− 1959 debate over the merits of their rival systems between U.S. Vice President Richard Nixon and 

Soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev at the opening of an American exhibition in Moscow. 
 

B. Successes and troubles of postwar years – discuss 
− The middle-class American Dream was a commercial aspiration for many Americans, and was 

attainable by many as incomes rose; Americans enjoyed the highest standard of living in the world. 
However social strife (including racial tensions and issues over gender) still permeated society and 
the middle-class dream wasn't attainable by a large chunk of the population. 

 
II. Postwar Prosperity and the Affluent Society 

A. Economy: From Recovery to Dominance – define Bretton Woods, World Bank, and International 
Monetary Fund  

− International conference in New Hampshire in July 1944 that established the World Bank and the 
IMF. 

− International Bank created to provide loans for the reconstruction of war-torn European as well as 
for the development of former colonized nations in the so-called Third World. 
− Fund established to stabilize currencies and provide a predictable monetary environment for trade, 

with the U.S. dollar serving as a benchmark. 
 

B. Military-industrial complex – define; significance of defense spending 
− Term President Eisenhower used to refer to the military establishment and defense contractors 

who, he warned, exercised undue influence over the national government. 
− Defense spending drove the postwar prosperity of the U.S. and defense industries entered long-

term relationships with the Pentagon; military spending rose to 10% of GDP. 
 

C. Sputnik and National Defense Education Act – define 
− The world's first satellite, launched by the Soviet Union in 1957. 
− 1958 act, passed in response to Sputnik, that funneled millions of dollars into American 

Universities to ensure the U.S. wouldn't fall behind in science and technology. 
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D. The Affluent Society and The Other America – define 
− 1958 book by John Kenneth Galbraith that analyzed the nation's successful middle class and 

argued that the poor were only an " afterthought" in the minds of economists and politicians. 
− 1962 book by left-wing social critic Michael Harrington, chronicling "the economic underworld of 

American life." His study made it clear that in economic terms the bottom class remained far 
behind. 

 
E. A Nation of Consumers – discuss significance of the GI Bill 

− AKA the Servicemen's Readjustment Act; responsible for expanding the middle class by allowing 
veterans to attend college on government costs; a better educated population meant better jobs and 
higher earning power which drove consumer spending; it also led to increased home ownership. 

 
F. Veterans Administration (VA) – define 

− Federal program that helped former soldiers purchase homes with no down payment, sparking a 
building boom that created jobs in the construction industry and fueling consumer spending in 
home appliances and automobiles. 

 

G. Collective bargaining – define 
− Process of negotiation between labor unions and employers, which after WWII translated into 

rising wages, expanding benefits, and an increasing rate of home ownership. 
 

H. "Consumer republic" – discuss consumption and how it drove the economy 

− The emphasis on nuclear families and suburban life created a pattern of consumption focusing on 
houses, cars, and children. As more people became homeowners they needed appliances to furnish 
their homes and cars to travel from home to work. Planned obsolescence ensured that consumption 
was a continuous process. Goods tailored to children depending on age also drove the economy; 
baby boomers were a huge demographic targeted by marketers. 

 

I. Television – discuss its influence on daily life 
− Similar to cars and computers in terms of how much it changed daily life; advertising kept 

programs on the air and commercials drove sales immensely. It created powerful narratives of 
comfort and plenty and shaped advertising and salesmanship forever. Programs did not focus on 
ethnic diversity but rather focused on a very narrow, middle-class, suburban narrative. 

 
J. Youth Culture – define teenager; discuss Hollywood and Rock 'n' Roll 

− Term for a young adult. American youth culture, focused on the spending power of the "teenager," 
emerged as a cultural phenomenon in the postwar decades. Teenagers made up the majority of 
movie-goers so Hollywood shifted its focus away from family films or those geared to adults and 
made movies for teenagers. Music embodied youth culture, including the spirit of rebellion, and 
while rock 'n' roll was criticized for encouraging interracial dating, rebellion and more flagrant 
sexuality, teenagers loved it. 
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K. Beats – define 
− Small group of literary figures based in NYC and San Francisco in the late 1950s who rejected 

mainstream culture and instead celebrated personal freedom which often included drug 
consumption and casual sex. 

 
L. Religion and the Middle Class – discuss trends and causes of trends; Billy Graham 

− Church membership jumped from 49% to 70%, driven no doubt by fear of nuclear annihilation and 
godless communism. Graham was one of the most successful/influential evangelists of the time 
who didn't denounce middle-class consumerism but instead agreed that as long as people led moral 
lives they deserved the material blessings of modern life. 

 
III. The American Family in the Era of Containment 

A. The Baby Boom – define baby boom  

− Surge in the American birthrate between 1945 and 1965, which peaked in 1957 with 4.3 million 
births. Deviation from low birth rate prevalent in the Depression Era. 

 
B. Health and Education – significance of Dr. Jonas Salk and Albert Sabin; changes in education 

− Dr. Salk and Dr. Sabin perfected the polio vaccine and oral vaccine, respectively. They were part 
of a growing trend in health improvements. Education was a key part of life for baby boomers and 
universities and schools expanded in order to account for the influx of students. 

 
C. Women, Work, and Family – discuss two main forces that affected women's lives  

− Society's emphasis on the middle-class domesticity (asserting that a woman's duty was to be at 
home, raise children, and tend to the husbands' wants and needs) and the job market (which still 
treated women as somehow less than, even wondering if higher education was wasted on women, 
and kept jobs separated by gender roles (teaching, nurses, service sector) and paid much less).  

 
D. Challenging Middle-Class Morality – discuss Alfred Kinsey, Homophiles, Hugh Hefner  

− All focus on a growing openness about sexuality and all challenged middle-class mortality. Kinsey 
reported on the sexuality of both men and women, discussing in scientific terms things such as 
homosexuality, adultery and pre-marital sex. Homophiles were a small group dedicated to 
breaking the view that gays or lesbians were in any way "abnormal" and paved the way for a 
broader activist movement in the 1970s. Hefner founded Playboy, a magazine presenting a fantasy 
alternative to middle-class morality where men lived as bachelors, surrounded by new technology 
(music, etc) and sexually available women. 
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IV. A Suburban Nation 
A. The Postwar Housing Boom – discuss significance of William J. Levitt and FHA  

− Two significant forces that drove home ownership up significantly and encouraged 
suburbanization. Levitt was a building contractor that applied mass-production ideas to housing, 
allowing him to turn out homes with impressive speed; his developments (called Levittown) were 
cheaper than housing before and were made even more accessible through the Federal Housing 
Administration which changed mortgage requirements; the VA funded many purchases. 

 

B. Shelley v. Kraemer – define  
− 1948 Supreme Court decision that outlawed restrictive covenants on the occupancy of housing 

developments by African Americans, Asian Americans, and other minorities. Because the decision 
did not actually prohibit racial discrimination in housing, unfair practices against minority groups 
continued until the passage of the Fair Housing Act in 1968. 

 
C. National Interstate and Defense Highways Act – define; motivations/consequences 

− 1956 law authorizing the construction of a national highway system. It reflected the Cold War 
climate as much as the suburban trends of the time. Large highways would allow for easier 
evacuation of people in case of nuclear war and they allowed people to travel more freely given the 
increased number of cars on the roads.  

 
D. Rise of the Sunbelt – define sunbelt 
− Name applied to the Southwest and South, which grew rapidly after WWII as a center of defense 

industries and non-unionized labor. 
 

E. Two Societies: Urban and Suburban – define Kerner Commission   
− Informal name for the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, formed to investigate 

the causes of the 1967 urban riots. Its 1968 report warned that "our nation is moving toward two 
societies, one black, one white, separate and unequal." 

 
F. Urban Immigrants – discuss changes in immigration policies  

− After WWII more Europeans (many Jewish refugees) were allowed; the Chinese Exclusion act was 
repealed; Japanese, Korean, and Southeast Asian immigrants were finally allowed. Mexican 
immigrants aided the labor shortage during the war and the inability to then send them back led to 
a larger Mexican population. Puerto Ricans came in large numbers after their sugarcane agriculture 
was mechanized. Cuban refugees also came to the U.S. to start a new life. 


